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Tabriz, the former capital city of the ilkhanid and Jalay-
irid rulers (r. 1256–1335 and 1335–1432, respectively), lo-
cated at a commercial crossroad, was a significant 
intellectual and artistic center during the Turkmen qara 
qoyunlu (r. 1380–1468) and aq qoyunlu (r. 1378–1508) 
dynasties (fig. 1). The city remained a state capital until 
1555, during the reign of the Safavid Shah Tahmasp i 
(r. 1524–76).1

during the fifteenth century Tabriz was famous for its 
workshops (sing. kitābkhāna). its manuscript produc-
tion was renowned, as were its ceramics. by the end of 
the century, a Tabrizi craftsman was even said to have 
attempted an imitation of porcelain,2 an episode that 
illustrates the dynamism of the city’s workshops. as far 
as cairo, damascus, bursa, and Shahr-i Sabz, potters 
bearing a nisba (element of a name indicating relation 
or origin) from Tabriz perpetuated the fame of its pres-
tigious workshops.3 Turkmen rulers also built great ar-
chitectural complexes in Tabriz.4 but between the 
sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, a number of earth-
quakes severely damaged this flourishing city, devastat-
ing its historical monuments.5 in addition to these 
natural disasters, in 1514 Tabriz was attacked and its 
treasuries plundered by the ottoman army.6

consequently, very little is known about Tabriz’s 
heritage. The remains of the Mosque of ʿali Shah, the 
rabʿ-i rashidi complex of pious and charitable institu-
tions (named after its founder, whose mausoleum was 
part of the complex), and the former Masjid-i Jamiʿ ap-
pear to be a very faint echo of what may have been great 
architectural complexes erected by the Mongol rulers 
Ghazan khan (d. 1304) and rashid al-din (d. 1318).7 in 
his famous depiction of the city, Matrakçı nasuh 

(d. 1564), a painter who followed the ottoman sultan 
Süleyman during his military campaign in iran and iraq 
between 1533 and 1536, offered a glimpse of the mag-
nificent heritage of Tabriz.8 as for the fifteenth century, 
the famous blue Mosque built in 1465 by the qara qoyun-
lus has long appeared to be the last remnant of Turkmen 
architecture and decoration in the city. it was while 
studying this monument that scholarly attention first 
focused on the innovative distinctiveness of ceramic tile 
production in Tabriz—in the originality of its range of 
“blue-and-white” ornaments, its lusterware, and even its 
gilded cobalt tiles, some of which long constituted the 
only known examples of their type.9 The recovery of the 
Mosque of uzun hasan, however, has brought to light 
new evidence of similar examples. restored by the 
Sazman-i Miras-i Farhangi (organization for national 
cultural heritage) in 2006–7, this structure has been 
identified as the mosque built by the aq qoyunlu ruler 
uzun hasan (r. 1457–78).10 its ceramic decoration, which 
will be presented below, leaves no doubt regarding this 
attribution while also confirming previous assessments 
as to the outstanding and original quality of Tabrizi tile 
production during the Turkmen dynasties.

The FoundinG oF The uzun haSan MoSque 
and The naSriYYa coMPleX

The Mosque of uzun hasan (known locally as Masjid-i 
hasan Padishah) formed a part of the nasriyya complex, 
located on a former plaza called the Maydan-i Sahib-
abad, on the north side of the river crossing Tabriz.11 This 
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nected with the nasriyya complex, where the uzun 
hasan Mosque was erected.

construction began on the architectural complex 
of nasriyya in 1477–78, under the patronage of uzun 
hasan, and seems to have been completed seven years 
later, during the reign of Sultan Yaʿqub—that is to say, 
around 1484.20 The complex comprised a mausoleum, a 
mosque, a madrasa, and a hospital. karbalaʾi Tabrizi (fl. 
sixteenth century) describes the complex as a mosque 
(jāmiʿ-yi Naṣriyya), but his contemporary qazvini 
also writes about a garden (bāghcha-i Naṣriyya). The 
nasriyya  seems to have had a funereal purpose as well, 
since its patrons—uzun hasan and Yaʿqub—were said 
to be buried there.21 The best architects and craftsmen 
would have worked on the construction of the nasriyya 
complex, and a certain darvish qasim was apparently in 
charge of building the mausoleum erected in the middle 
of a garden.22 khunji isfahani refers to this structure as a 
red and blue monument (surkh va kabūd); this probably 
indicates a brick construction with brick or terra cotta 
ornamental patterns arranged with tiles in dominant 
blue tones.23 on the north side of this mausoleum was 
an older shrine, the Pir-i rumi, dated rabiʿ i 874 or 884 
(September–october 1469 or May–June 1479) by one 
stone inscription, and 768 (1366–67) by another.24

The mosque attached to this complex replaced a 
qara qoyunlu mosque located in the same place. The 
new building was founded by uzun hasan. Yet khunji 

plaza has now vanished and, apart from the newly re-
covered Mosque of uzun hasan, only the Sahib al-ʿamr 
Mosque (founded during the time of the Safavid ruler 
Shah Tahmasp i) remains in the vicinity, on the north 
side of the former complex.12

we know from historical sources that the Maydan-i 
Sahibabad was founded during the time of the qara 
qoyunlu sultan Jahanshah (r. 1438–67), who built his 
own palace there in 1466.13 when the aq qoyunlu rulers 
seized the city in 1467, they added their own buildings 
and decorations to the palace.14 in 1472, the venetian 
ambassador Josafa barbaro described the mosaic panel 
decorations of the audience hall during the reign of 
uzun hasan.15 Some years later, khunji isfahani (d. 1519) 
mentioned the construction of a mazār (tomb) during 
khalil’s reign (r. 1478) and further restorations (or per-
haps a complete reconstruction?) undertaken by uzun 
hasan’s son and successor, Sultan Yaʿqub (r. 1478–90), 
between 1483 and 1486.16 khunji isfahani reports that 
there was an elevated octagonal palace, described as a 
“turquoise throne.” after Yaʿqub’s renovations were 
completed, the palace was apparently renamed the 
“hasht bihisht” (eight Paradises);17 it has been proposed 
that the hasht bihisht may be the first known example 
of this plan type.18 at the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tury, Francesco romano, a venetian merchant, thor-
oughly described the amazing paintings decorating the 
palace.19 The hasht bihisht was the main palace con-

Fig. 1. Map showing Tabriz and related cities. (Map: Sandra aube)
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isfahani describes the mosque’s state of disrepair during 
the reign of Yaʿqub, when the queen mother, Malika 
Saljuqshah begum, funded its restoration: a new portico 
was built, decorated with tiles (kāshī) and surmounted 
by a cupola covered with blue tile revetments.25 Surpris-
ingly, the mosque is said to have been a stone construc-
tion, which, if true, would make it a rare example of such 
a structure in aq qoyunlu architecture of the region.26 
it seems more likely, however, that the reference to 
stone concerns the many marble panels decorating the 
walls (on which, see below).

during the Safavid era, the uzun hasan Mosque was 
damaged when the ottomans besieged the castle in 
1585: Tabrizi forces apparently used the aq qoyunlu 
mosque as one of their points of departure against the 
assailants. in 1635, when the ottomans again pillaged 
the city, the uzun hasan Mosque seems to have mostly 
been spared, but the adjoining Safavid mosque that had 
previously been built on its east side was ruined. This 
latter mosque was restored in 1679. The earthquake of 
1780, however, severely damaged the entire nasriyya 
complex.27 The adjoining Safavid mosque was restored 

once again in 1794, and the uzun hasan Madrasa was 
rebuilt in 1826, by Mirza Mahdi qadi, a remote descen-
dant of uzun hasan.28 but from this time forward there 
is no longer any mention to be found of the original 
uzun hasan Mosque.

Today, only a part of the great domed chamber of the 
mosque is still standing.29 its east side is obviously miss-
ing, having been replaced by a Safavid and then a qajar 
building. The west side of the room seems to have re-
tained its three original alcoves, formed by two plain 
pillars and two massive corner pillars, whereas rem-
nants of only two alcoves survive on the north and south 
sides (fig. 2). Together the four sides once constituted a 
square domed chamber (around 20 m wide) surrounded 
on each side by four pillars (two plain and two corner). 
but the cupola collapsed and today the height of the 
domed chamber reaches only three meters. This cham-
ber used to be a prayer room and the mihrab niche has 
been preserved. its spatial organization brings to mind 
the architecture of the qara qoyunlu blue Mosque, as 
well as the Safavid Sahib al-ʿamr Mosque in Tabriz, both 
of which are completely covered with cupolas, an archi-

Fig. 2. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, general view of the south side of the domed chamber. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)
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with a white quatrefoil motif outlined in black, on a co-
balt background (fig. 4). Such “blue-and-white” tiles 
were perhaps arranged along with bannāʾī decorations 
on the outer walls, since the same kinds of tiles and com-
position are still to be found at the back of the qara 
qoyunlu blue Mosque (fig. 5).32 The two Turkmen mon-
uments contain exactly the same tiles and both were 
clearly made by the same team.

The strong links between both of these Turkmen 
monuments in Tabriz are also demonstrated by the in-
ternal decoration of the Mosque of uzun hasan. ce-
ramic tiles remain along the pillars and alcoves. The 
architectural decoration is composed of dadoes section-
ally ornamented with underglazed painted tiles com-
bined with stone polygons (figs.  6 and 16). each 
projecting angle is highlighted with a stone column 
topped with a muqarnas. a calligraphic stone band is 
spread over the dadoes. The upper part of the pillars was 
mostly covered with mosaic tile panels. The mihrab it-
self is not tiled but is instead composed of a rectangular 
alabaster slab, ornamented with a simple sculpted arch 
(fig. 6). The panel above the mihrab is covered with 
square cobalt and gilded tiles; this technique was not 

tectural feature that is closer to ottoman models than 
to iranian architectural traditions.30 alongside this 
mosque one finds the ruins of the former madrasa that 
was rebuilt in the nineteenth century.31

a great number of ceramic revetments have been dis-
covered in the rubble of the mosque. Some of them have 
been restored and replaced on the pillars (fig. 6), but 
most of the tiles are in storage. Their technical and sty-
listic features, presented below, clearly belong to the aq 
qoyunlu period.

ceraMic TileS FroM The uzun haSan MoSque

The exterior of the north wall of the mosque is orna-
mented with cobalt and turquoise bannāʾī bricks that 
probably framed the openings. The border is composed 
of a series of cobalt dots on a turquoise ground, framed 
by cobalt lines (fig. 3). The bannāʾī (lit. “builder’s” deco-
rative brickwork) technique, which was widespread in 
the iranian zone, was primarily used for external decora-
tions. in the rubble of the mosque, some small square 
underglazed tiles have also been discovered painted 

Fig. 3. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, window frame with bannāʾī decoration. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)
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common at that time, and its use on a wall instead of on 
dadoes is quite surprising (fig. 7).

Many mosaic tile panels have been found in the rub-
ble of the uzun hasan Mosque (fig. 8). The palette em-
ployed floral and vegetal patterns characteristic of the 
Turkmen repertoire that developed during the second 
half of the fifteenth century.33 only some mosaic tile 
panels are still visible on the largely restored pillars. The 
top panels on the pillars display geometrical composi-
tions fitted with fine vegetal designs that were typical of 
the fifteenth-century iranian repertoire (fig. 9). Mixed 
with these compositions are small, lozenge-shaped 
blue-and-white tiles depicting vegetal patterns on a 
white background (figs. 9 and 10).

examples of fifteenth-century blue-and-white tiles 
are very limited in iran and central asia.34 Yet many 
blue-and-whites were found in the uzun hasan Mosque. 
For example, the lozenge-shaped blue-and-whites 
(fig. 11) illustrate the wide range of “blue-and-white” tiles 
produced in Tabriz. in the ruins of the mosque a small 
section of a blue-and-white inscription was also discov-
ered (fig. 12). The fragment shows a part of two white 

Fig. 4. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, blue-and-white square 
tiles, restored into a brick panel (kept in the storeroom). 
(Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 5. Tabriz, blue Mosque, blue-and-white square tiles mounted into a bannāʾī panel, (exterior walls of the mausoleum). 
(Photo: Sandra aube, 2004)
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Fig. 6. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, qibla wall featuring gild ed cobalt tiles over an alabaster mihrab. (Photo:  Sandra 
aube, 2014)

Fig. 7. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, detail of square gilded 
cobalt tiles over the mihrab. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

cursive letters delineated by a black line on a cobalt 
background. although this fragment is too small to read, 
it should probably be compared to a square blue-and-
white tile kept in the Museum of islamic art in doha 
(fig. 13).35 although these kinds of blue-and-white tiles 
have often been dated to the fourteenth century, the 
discovery of such evidence in Tabriz must call this dat-
ing into question, leading us to propose a new late-fif-
teenth century attribution. also found in the rubble of 
the uzun hasan Mosque was one of the most unusual 
examples created in Tabriz: fragments of vegetal-shaped 
blue-and-white decoration in relief. examples of such 
decorations were also found on the minarets of the blue 
Mosque of Tabriz (fig. 14). For a long time, these few 
pieces were the only known evidence of this original 
type of decoration. however, more than two bags full of 
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Fig. 8. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, fragment of a calligraphic mosaic tile panel (found in the ruins of the mosque). 
( Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 9. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, mosaic tile and blue-and-white decoration on the upper part of a pillar. (Photo:  Sandra 
aube, 2014)
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Fig. 12. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, fragment of a blue-
and-white inscription (kept in the mosque’s storeroom). 
( Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 13. Square calligraphic underglazed tile painted with 
cobalt and black on a white background. Tabriz, uzun hasan 
Mosque (?), ca. 1480. doha, Museum of islamic art, inv. no. 
Po.354.2004. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2011, with the kind autho-
rization of the Museum of islamic art, doha)

Fig. 14. Tabriz, blue Mosque, blue-and-white decoration (now kept inside the mosque) from the minarets. (Photo:  Sandra 
aube, 2004)

Figs. 10 and 11. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, two blue-and-white tiles (kept in the mosque’s storeroom). (Photo:  Sandra 
aube, 2014)

10 11
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similar pieces have now been collected inside the uzun 
hasan Mosque (figs. 15 and 26). This remarkable discov-
ery may constitute the most important extant grouping 
of this unusual architectural decoration.

The range of blue-and-white tiles is even larger. The 
remaining dadoes are composed of geometrical net-
works combining ceramic tiles and stone polygons. The 
composition is based on stars surrounded by lozenge 
shapes, pentagons, and double pentagons. on the qibla 
side, these compositions are filled with various other 
types of similar tiles (fig. 16); hence, the uzun hasan 
Mosque definitely displays an unexpected range of blue-
and-white tiles.

a closer analysis of these blue-and-white dado tiles 
reveals that two different techniques of production 
were employed here. Most of these tiles have an under-
glazed decoration painted with white, cobalt, and black: 

Fig. 16. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, blue-and-white tiles in a geometrical network on the dadoes from the qibla side of 
the mosque. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 15. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, bags filled with hun-
dreds of blue-and-white ceramic decorations featuring veg-
etal designs that were found in the rubble of the mosque. 
(Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)
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these are clearly the so-called blue-and-white tiles. but 
a very small number of tiles—although presenting the 
same shapes—have an overglazed decoration: they are 
painted in cobalt on a white glazed background and de-
lineated by a black line (fig. 17). This corresponds to the 
“black line”36 (or cuerda seca) technique. evidence of 
“black line” tiles is, however, extremely rare in Turkmen 
lands, and one question still remains: why did tile-mak-
ers employ two different techniques to decorate the 
same kind of tile with the same pattern? although we 
do not have any clues at this point, these examples may 
at least reveal that “black line” decoration was not as 
sparsely employed as the lack of evidence to date had 
seemed to suggest.37

one last feature is worth mentioning. all the bor-
ders framing the dadoes, as well as the polygons from 

 secondary spaces surrounding the courtyard, are orna-
mented with a still more surprising kind of tile. These 
tiles feature vegetal designs with a very fine relief. The 
lower parts are painted with a black slip under a trans-
parent colored glaze. The range of colors is remarkable: 
in addition to a cobalt glaze (fig. 16: see tiles on the 
frame) and a turquoise one (fig. 18), some other panels 
employ a green glaze, as well as an exceptional yellowish 
brown one (fig. 19).

a few examples of black-and-green or black-and-tur-
quoise ceramics are known from the late fifteenth cen-
tury and are generally associated with the “kubachi” 
label (a label encompassing different kind of ceramics 
that were primarily associated with the village of kuba-
chi in the caucasus).38 but this technique was rarely 
employed for ceramic tiles from the aq qoyunlu period. 

Fig. 17. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, detail of two tiles from the dadoes of the qibla: on the right is an underglazed tile 
painted with cobalt and black on a white background (“blue-and-white” type); on the left is an overglazed tile painted with 
cobalt surrounded by a black line on a white glazed background (“black line” type). (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)
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Fig. 18. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, detail of a dado decoration displaying low-relief painted tiles with a black slip under 
a light blue transparent glaze. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 19. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, detail of a dado decoration featuring low-relief painted tiles with a black slip under a 
green or a yellow transparent glaze. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)
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besides a series of rectangular tiles painted in black un-
der a turquoise glaze framing the dadoes of the Safa 
camii in diyarbakır (ca. 1450; fig. 20),39 the only other 
known examples are some tiles with inscriptions from 
the region of Yazd.40 Yet all these tiles present a black 
motif instead of a colored design on a black background. 
Thus, the aesthetic of the Tabriz tiles evokes the con-
temporaneous group of “cizhou” wares associated with 
nishapur, the origins of which go back to the “silhou-
ette” wares of the Saljuq period.41 Yet no ceramic tiles 
seem to have been previously associated with this group. 
Moreover there is no other known evidence, during this 
period, of tiles with a green or yellow transparent glaze 
such as the Tabriz ones.42

Finally, it is worth mentioning one last tile fragment 
found in the rubble of the uzun hasan Mosque. This 
item displays a calligraphic design with a light relief ef-
fect and polychrome underglazed paintings (fig. 21). 
This unusual feature highlights even further the origi-
nality of the tile production of Tabriz. The evidence 
found in the uzun hasan Mosque is most certainly note-
worthy.

Fig. 21. Tabriz, uzun hasan Mosque, epigraphic tile fragment 
with underglazed black, cobalt, and turquoise painting on a 
white slip with a slight relief effect. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 20. diyarbakır, interior of Safa camii, detail of underglazed tiles painted in black under a turquoise glaze. (Photo:  Sandra 
aube, 2006)
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make regarding the decorative architectural elements? 
To what extent was he influenced by Tabrizi architec-
ture? it is probably impossible to answer these ques-
tions. nevertheless, the link with the Tabrizi style is 
certain.

The most significant parallel between the two Turk-
men mosques of Tabriz is seen in the presence of blue-
and-white tiles in each. as stated above, this large group 
contains some unique examples. The aforementioned 
small, square blue-and-white tiles (about 5 cm wide) ar-
ranged with bannāʾī decorations are seen in both monu-
ments (fig. 14).48 and the high-relief vegetal-shaped 
“blue-and-white” tiles found on the minarets of the blue 
Mosque were believed to have been exceptional—until 
the recent discovery of numerous such items in the 
rubble of the Mosque of uzun hasan (figs. 15 and 26).49 
This feature demonstrates the originality of Turkmen 
ceramic tile production in Tabriz. Many other blue-and-
white tiles have been attributed to the blue Mosque  
of Tabriz in the archives of the late Professor Turabi 
Tabatabaʾi: lozenge-shaped and square tiles, as well as 
seventy triangular underglazed tiles painted with floral 
motifs in white and cobalt and outlined with black 
(fig. 27).50 These numerous identifications, combined 
with the broad range of blue-and-whites newly discov-
ered at the uzun hasan Mosque, confirm both the diver-
sity and importance of blue-and-white production in 
Tabriz.

The parallels seen between these two mosques il-
lustrate the continuities in the techniques handed 
down from master to disciple in Tabrizi ceramic work-
shops, whether their patronage was qara qoyunlu or 
aq qoyunlu. This artistic transmission is also apparent 
in the geometrical patterns used in Tabriz: both the blue 
Mosque and the Mosque of uzun hasan employed dec-
orative models found in the so-called Topkapı Scroll, 
which Gülru necipoğlu examined in her seminal 1995 
work on this document.51 comprising 114 drawings 
intended as models for architectural decoration, the 
scroll might have been compiled in the kitābkhāna of 
the Topkapı Palace from different designs brought from 
iran to istanbul by ottoman armies. rediscovered in-
side the Topkapı Palace inner Treasury in the 1980s, the 
drawings of this scroll (Ms. h.1956) have been attributed 

Tabriz: a laboraTorY For eXPeriMenTS

The case of the uzun hasan Mosque highlights the con-
tinuity between the qara qoyunlu and aq qoyunlu 
workshops in Tabriz. Many original decorative features 
were brought to light through the example of the fa-
mous blue Mosque of Tabriz, which was endowed in 
1465 by khatun Jan begum, the wife of the qara qoyun-
lu ruler Jahanshah (r. 1438–67).43 Several of its ceramic 
tiles were believed to be unique. it is now known, how-
ever, that the blue Mosque and the uzun hasan Mosque 
share several traits; this observation is significant be-
cause it highlights the distinctiveness of Tabriz’s ceram-
ic tile workshops.

The alabaster slabs illustrate this parallel. The uzun 
hasan Mosque has the same elegant mihrabs as the blue 
Mosque of Tabriz: two of them are conserved in the am-
bulatory of the oratory and another fragment is located 
in the mausoleum (fig.  22).44 Moreover, in the blue 
Mosque, the alabaster dadoes are surmounted by a long 
stone inscription;45 this feature is repeated in the 
Mosque of uzun hasan, where similar sculpted stone 
inscriptions are found above the dadoes, although these 
are less detailed than in the blue Mosque (see the frag-
ment at the bottom of fig. 9).

in the mausoleum of the blue Mosque, the walls and 
inner cupola were completely covered with hexagonal 
cobalt and gilded tiles (fig. 23).46 This technique, which 
is similar to the one used in the uzun hasan Mosque, 
deserves special attention given their unusual place-
ment. although examples of such tiles are most often 
found on dadoes (see, for example, the darb-i imam in 
isfahan, 1453 [fig. 24], and the Safavid shrine of Shaykh 
Safi al-din in ardabil, sixteenth century [fig. 25]), they 
were placed directly on the upper walls in both of the 
Turkmen mosques of Tabriz. The only known example 
of such a placement outside of Tabriz was in the domed 
chamber of the Masjid-i Shah (or Masjid-i haftad va du 
Tan Shahid [Mosque of the Seventy-Two Martyrs (of 
karbala)]) in Mashhad. interestingly, the portal of this 
Timurid mosque, built in 1451 by the amir nizam al-din 
Malikshah Yahya, is signed by an architect-mason 
(bannāʾ) from Tabriz: ahmad Shams al-din Muhammad 
bannaʾ al-Tabrizi.47 what decisions did he personally 
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Fig. 22. Tabriz, blue Mosque, fragment of the mihrab located in the western ambulatory of the oratory. (Photo: Sandra 
aube, 2014)
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by necipoğlu to northwest iran, probably Tabriz, as it 
was the most outstanding artistic center in the region. 
necipoğlu proposes dating the scroll to the second half 
of the fifteenth century.52 This attribution is strongly 
convincing since many of these models can be identi-
fied in qara qoyunlu and aq qoyunlu monuments in 
Tabriz, as well as in other Turkmen decorations in iran. 
For instance, drawing no. 28 from the Topkapı Scroll is 
used as a model for the geometrical composition cov-
ering the upper parts of the pillars of the uzun hasan 
Mosque in Tabriz (figs. 9 and 28); drawing nos. 1, 69b, 
and 42 are used to decorate both the blue Mosque of 
Tabriz and the Masjid-i Jamiʿ of Yazd (restorations from 

Fig. 23. Tabriz, blue Mosque, cobalt and gilded tile decorations inside the mausoleum. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 24. isfahan, darb-i imam, detail of gilded tiles from the 
former vestibule dadoes. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)
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Fig. 25. ardabil, Shrine of Shaykh Safi al-din, detail of gilded tiles on the dadoes surrounding the tomb. (Photo: Sandra 
aube, 2015)

1457); and  calligraphic compositions seen in the blue 
Mosque of Tabriz echo drawings nos. 51, 65, 68, and 69, 
as well as 71, 74, 75, and 91. we can also mention drawing 
no. 8, repeated on the Turkmen-period minbar of the 
Taqi al-din dada Mosque in bundarabad (ca. 1473–74) 
and on the dadoes of the pīshṭāq (monumental portal) 
of the Masjid-i Jamiʿ of Yazd; drawing no. 41, employed 
on the qara qoyunlu minbar of the Masjid-i Maydan-i 
Sang in kashan (ca. 1463–64); drawing no. 43, which is 
used for the qara qoyunlu-period dadoes of the Masjid-i 
Jamiʿ in bafruye (about 60 km north from Yazd, 1461–
62); and drawing no. 47, used on the darb-i kushk in 
isfahan (1496–97). likewise, the relief effects proposed, 
for example, by drawing no. 49 are developed at the blue 
Mosque of Tabriz, and the darb-i imam and darb-i kushk 

←
Fig. 26. Molded underglazed revetment painted in cobalt 
and black on a white slip. Tabriz, ca. 1465–84. los angeles 
county Museum of art, The Madina collection of islamic 
art, gift of camilla chandler Frost, inv. no. M.2002.1.305. 
(Photo: © lacMa/Public domain high resolution images)
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Fig. 27. Tabriz, blue Mosque, some triangular blue-and-whites. Sèvres, cité de la céramique, Mnc 18958. (Photo: Sandra 
aube, 2009, with the kind permission of the cité de la céramique, Sèvres)
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in isfahan, as well as in the aq qoyunlu mausoleum built 
for zaynal beg at hasankayf (ca. 1473–74), and in some 
Timurid monuments as well.53 Thus, there are plenty 
of examples that illustrate the use of the Topkapı Scroll 
models on qara qoyunlu and aq qoyunlu architectural 
ornament. This illustrates artistic transfers from Tabriz 
to western iranian Turkmen territories. Most of these 
works are located in Tabriz, giving further credence to 

necipoğlu’s hypothesis that they originated there. based 
on all these examples, it seems more accurate to date 
the Topkapı Scroll drawings to the third quarter of the 
fifteenth century, that is to say, to the transitional pe-
riod from the qara qoyunlu dynasty to the aq qoyunlu 
dynasty in Tabriz.

The group of ceramic tiles associated with Tabriz pro-
vides further evidence for the innovative and character-
istic features of Tabrizi workshops. Several of them are 
still unparalleled, while others provide new insights into 
the transmission of techniques in the region, such as the 
“black line” tiles, which establish for the first time that 
this kind of decoration was used in the Turkmen capital. 
examples of “black line” tiles are found in eastern iran, 
in Timurid herat, Mashhad, and khargird (at the Ghiya-
siyya Madrasa, ca. 1436–43 [fig. 29]54), but none of these 
have the same technical properties as the items from 
Tabriz. in western iran, specimens of fifteenth-century 
“black line” tiles are extremely rare. The main evidence 
in Turkmen territories is located in the aforementioned 
Safa camii in diyarbakır (ca. 1450, fig. 30).55 Some others 
are found in Timurid iran: in the Masjid-i Jamiʿ of Sim-
nan, in the khanqah of Shahrukh located in the Shrine 

Fig. 28. Model no. 28 from the “Topkapı Scroll.” (drawing: 
Sandra aube, based on Gülru necipoğlu, The Topkapı Scroll: 
Geometry and Ornament in Islamic Architecture; Topkapı Pal-
ace Library MS H. 1956 [Santa Monica, calif., 1995], p. 300)

Fig. 29. khargird, Ghiyasiyya Madrasa, “black line” and blue-and-white tiles from the southwestern iwan. (Photo:  Sandra 
aube, 2015)
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Fig. 30. diyarbakır, Safa camii, detail of one of the three types of “black line” tiles from the dadoes. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2012)

of imamzada Jaʿfar at damghan (all dated ca. 1405–47, 
fig. 31), and in the imamzada zayn al-ʿabidin in Sari 
(Marʿashi dynasty, late fifteenth – early sixteenth cen-
tury).56 The range of colors and technical features differs 
from the few exemplars recovered in Tabriz. it is clear, 
however, that a great amount of “black line” evidence is 
still missing, since the technique could not have simply 
disappeared from western iran in the fifteenth century. 
The few examples found in Tabriz prove that the 
“black line” technique continued to be used in aq qoyun-
lu lands.

Moreover, it is worth recalling how little is known 
about blue-and-whites in iran during the fifteenth cen-
tury. aside from the case of Tabriz, there are a limited 
number of aq qoyunlu examples. we can mention the 
inscription on the Mosque of Panja-yi ʿali in qum (dat-
ed 1481–82, fig. 32),57 but its style and quality are none-
theless different. in fact, the few examples comparable 
to Tabrizi blue-and-whites are from Timurid khurasan. 
Several blue-and-white tiles of various shapes, along 
with mosaic tile panels and the already mentioned 
“black line” tiles, are found in the Ghiyasiyya Madrasa at 

khargird, commissioned by the Timurid vizir Pir ahmad 
khvafi and signed by the famous qavam al-din b. zayn 
al-Shirazi (figs. 29 and 33).58 The quality of these blue-
and-whites seems to be superior to the Tabrizi speci-
mens. Yet the shape and decoration of some of these 
specimens bring to mind examples from Tabriz: for in-
stance, the lozenge-shaped tiles, or the square ones or-
namented with a quatrefoil motif. in 1444–45, Pir ahmad 
khvafi also patronized the building of the zayn al-din 
Mausoleum in Taybad.59 The largely restored spandrels 
of the entrance’s iwan feature lozenge-shaped blue-and-
whites arranged with mosaic tiles that once again recall 
some of the Tabrizi items (fig. 34). Moreover, in the zayn 
al-din Mausoleum in Taybad we find another interest-
ing analogy with the architectural decoration of Tabriz: 
its dadoes (on the entrance façade as well as in the 
domed shrine chamber) form a geometrical network 
centered on star motifs, combining ceramic panels with 
stone designs (fig. 35). This feature has close parallels 
with the decoration of the dadoes in the uzun hasan 
Mosque—although the techniques employed are differ-
ent. Furthermore, in both monuments the projecting 
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Fig. 32. qum, Panja-i ʿali Mosque, blue-and-white inscription. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)

Fig. 31. damghan, imamzada, detail of a “black line” tile from the khanqah of Shahrukh. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2014)
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angles are ornamented with a marble column topped by 
a sculpted muqarnas. The same disposition is already 
employed in Timurid monuments from Transoxiana: 
these marble decorations are found on the dadoes in the 
so-called bibi khanum Mosque (1398–1406, fig. 36), as 
well as in the ulugh beg Madrasa in Samarkand (1417–21, 
fig. 37).

Parallels between Tabrizi and Timurid workshops 
are unsurprising. both areas share a common cultural 
legacy. Moreover, during his military campaign in 1386, 
Tamerlane brought Tabrizi craftsmen back to his court 
at Samarkand.60 it is also worth recalling the numerous 
exchanges between the courts of Tabriz and herat—in 

←
Fig. 33. khargird, Ghiyasiyya Madrasa, detail of blue-and-
white tiles from the southwestern iwan. (Photo:  Sandra 
aube, 2015)

Fig. 34. Taybad, zayn al-din Mausoleum, detail of the spandrel decoration on the entrance iwan. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2006)
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Fig. 35. Taybad, zayn al-din Mausoleum, dadoes in the main domed chamber. (Photo: Sandra aube, 2015)
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1420, for example, the Timurid baysunghur subdued a 
rebellion in Tabriz and then deported craftsmen and 
intellectuals, and in 1458 the qara qoyunlu Jahanshah 
took herat and returned to Tabriz accompanied by 
craftsmen. indeed, as discussed above, the closest com-
parisons to the technical repertoire developed in Tabriz 
are found in khusarani monuments. The case of the 
gilded tiles well illustrates this point. although mono-
chrome tiles with gilded decorations are not widespread 

during the fifteenth century, some examples are found 
on dadoes: we find them inside the darb-i imam built 
in isfahan during the time of the qara qoyunlu Jahan-
shah (1453, fig. 24), and on the dadoes of the Shirin bika 
aqa Mausoleum in Samarkand (1385–86).61 but there is 
only one known example of the unusual placement of 
gilded tiles on the upper walls, as seen in Tabriz, instead 
of the dadoes, namely, the Masjid-i Shah in Mashhad 
(1451), whose builder bore a Tabrizi nisba. The analogy 

Fig. 36. Samarkand, “bibi khanum” Mosque, detail of inscription above the dadoes in the main entrance. (Photo: Sandra 
aube, 2015)
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 between the Tabrizi and khurasani styles is also well 
illustrated in the architectural decoration of the Çinili 
köşk, built within the Topkapı Palace in istanbul.62 
erected between ca. 1465–66 and 1472–73 for the ot-
toman sultan Mehmet ii (r. 1444–46 and 1451–81), this 
“Porcelain Pavilion” is covered with ceramic tile decora-
tions. The style of the mosaic tile panels that decorate 
the main façade of the pavilion is quite recognizable 
from iranian traditions. on each side and above the 
entrance door, the façade is framed by bannāʾī bricks 
arranged with square blue-and-white tiles (fig. 38). in-
side, the dadoes are covered with cobalt or  turquoise 

Fig. 37. Samarkand, ulugh beg Madrasa, fragment of dado decoration with marble column on projecting angles. (Photo: 
Sandra aube, 2015)

gilded tiles; on some panels, hexagonal gilded tiles are 
framed by rectangular-shaped gilded tiles (fig. 39), while 
on other panels we find triangular gilded tiles. Several 
Turkmen manuscript paintings contain this kind of 
ceramic decoration,63 but this feature was still uncom-
mon in fifteenth-century  ottoman architecture in Tur-
key. necipoğlu has hypo thesized that craftsmen from 
khurasan introduced these decorations in istanbul. 
her hypothesis was supported by an undated petition 
from khurasani tile cutters (kāshī tarāshān-i Khurāsān) 
asking Sultan Mehmet ii to provide further work.64 is 
it possible that this petition could be linked instead to 
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Fig. 38. istanbul, Çinili köşk, blue-and-whites. (Photo: 
 Sandra aube, 2006)

Fig. 39. istanbul, Çinili köşk, inner dadoes. (Photo: Sandra 
aube, 2006)

the group of craftsmen working for Mehmet ii on his 
mosque complex in istanbul and at the Üç  Şerefeli 
Mosque of his father, Murat ii (r. 1421–44 and 1446–51), 
in edirne? in light of the examples of ceramic tiles 
known from  Tabriz, we may wonder how the styles and 
techniques employed at the Çinili köşk might have been 
influenced by Tabrizi traditions instead of khurasani 
ones (see, among others, the blue-and-white and gilded 
tiles).65 in any event, by merely raising the question 
of their origin, we may highlight once more the close 
artistic correlations between Turkmen Tabriz and the 
Timurid khurasani style, probably developed in herat.

concluSion

The characteristics seen in the two Turkmen mosques 
of Tabriz reflect the creativity of the ceramic tile work-
shop in Tabriz, which shares a common legacy with the 
Timurid style from khurasan. on a broader scale, west-
ern iranian art in the second part of the fifteenth cen-
tury combines a regional tradition with some Timurid 
influences from eastern iran—this holds true for both 
architectural decorations and the arts of the book.66 in 
a certain way, it is these associations that create an orig-
inal Turkmen style. These new tendencies were clearly 
introduced in qara qoyunlu and aq qoyunlu lands. let 
us remember, for example, the specific nature of 
aq qoyunlu metalwork productions,67 and the develop-
ment of original calligraphies, such as the “western 
nastaʿlīq,” a writing style that emerged in western ira-
nian manuscripts between the 1430s and the end of the 
fifteenth century and highlighted once again the distinc-
tive traits and originality of Turkmen productions.68 
nevertheless, this type of calligraphy does not seem to 
have been widespread outside the region. The same ap-
pears to be true for some of the ceramic techniques de-
veloped in the Tabrizi workshop. although this center 
developed some extremely original techniques of ce-
ramic tile production, they nonetheless had a limited 
distribution. The very large range of blue-and-white tiles 
seen in both the uzun hasan Mosque and the blue 
Mosque in Tabriz illustrates this point, as do the aston-
ishing small luster tiles located on the bases of the 
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pishṭāq at the blue Mosque.69 These unusual features 
might have been technical experiments that ultimately 
had only limited influence. This is also true for the rare 
examples of experimentation with the “black line” tech-
nique, although it is clear that a great amount of 
“black line” evidence is missing in iran.

This point opens up new perspectives on the history 
of ceramic tiles. For example, how might this finding 
lead us to reconsider past conclusions about the famed 
Masters of Tabriz working in ottoman bursa and ed-
irne? or about productions introduced by Tabrizi crafts-
men in damascus?70 More than ever, Tabriz appears as 
a preeminent artistic center—a laboratory for conduct-
ing experiments that was especially creative during the 
peak of the Turkmen dynasties. The discovery of a new 
range of aq qoyunlu ceramic tiles from Tabriz is obvi-
ously an important advancement in our knowledge of 
artistic transmission in the fifteenth century.

Researcher on Islamic Art,
Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS),
UMR 7528 “Mondes iranien et indien,” 
Paris / ANR-DFG “DYNTRAN”
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